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Report details for the Event - Ser: 1234 4567 7890
GST## ###L Harry Holmes 22/03/2024

Ser: 1234 4567 7890 GST## ###L Harry Holmes
22/03/2024 - Admin Template

22/03/2024

Accident Inspection Details

Question Answer

Vehicle Driver
Name Susie Smith

Vehicle make Robin Reliant

Registration
number GST## ###L

What type of
vehicle was

involved?
Car

Date of Accident 01/03/2024

What Type of
Accident Occurred Left side collision, Multiple vehicle, Right side collision

Was the
responsible driver

wearing a seat
belt?

Yes
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Question Answer

Area damage,
image and
comment

Comments:
Right wing damage - Left wing to other vehicle respectively.
Further images to follow after secondary inspection, checklist and
final audit

Where did the
accident take place

(e.g. city, street,
road, motorway)

Short description?

At a junction in the city center, where East Street intersects with
West Street.

GPS Location 53°53'40"N 5°30'41"W

Was the other
party(s) insured? Yes

Other party
insurance details if

available?

Reliable Insurance Company Ltd
Policy number: 12345 6789

Was alcohol
involved in the

accident? (Driver)
No

Was alcohol
involved in the

accident? (Other
parties)

No

Was there any
other substance

involved in the
accident? (Driver)

No

Was there any
other substance

involved in the
accident? (Other

parties)

No
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Question Answer

Were the drivers
impaired impaired
in any other way?

There were no other impairments reported

Was the vehicle
owner carrying

passengers?
Yes

How many vehicle
passengers? 2

How many people
were injured in the

accident?
2

Was an ambulance
dispatched as a

result of the
accident?

No

Was there a police
report filed? Yes

Causes and
contributing

circumstances /
notes and images  

Comments:
There was major construction works going on in the area.

Causes and
contributing

circumstances, any
further comments?

Increased number of HGV vehicles at entrance and exit to site.
Roads very busy at time of accident

Were any road
signs or traffic

lights in the vicinity
of the accident?

Yes
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Question Answer

Comments &
Images - road signs

/ traffic lights

Comments:
As stated, at the junction of East and West Street

Were there any
road construction

works in the vicinity
of the accident?

Yes

What type of
construction works
signs in the vicinity

of the accident?

Filter Lanes, Slow signs, Major works, Speed limit, Cone warnings

Other construction
signs Construction works warning signs

Images of road
works?

 
Comments:
Previous Construction company Health and Safety reports to be
viewed. Road signs require secondary audit.

Was there any
property damage? No

What was the
approximate speed

of the cars when
the accident

happened?

30

Was the weather a
factor in the

accident?
Yes
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Question Answer

Images: weather a
factor in the

accident?

Comments:
There was a nearby tornado coming into the city

Accident Inspector Details

Question Answer

Inspection serial
number Ser: 1234 4567 7890

First name Harry

Last name Holmes

Date of inspection 22/03/2024

Please sign
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